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2017 | Action Number: BM1205

International Training School - Beyond
Conventional Tissue Imaging
Time: 05:01

The final meeting of COST Action BM1205 was organised at
the Department of Physics of the University of Bari (Italy).
Over the past 4 years, the network involved 28 countries,
Israel and Australia. The network allowed over one hundred
scientists and young researchers to move around the world,
giving them the chance to meet and work with new teams in
different laboratories. This event became increasingly
interesting, having started as a small initiative for about 20
students. It gradually grew into a proper multi-event involving
more than 60 students, 15 of them coming from all over
Europe. Some of them explained why the conference was so
important for their career.

2016

European Cooperation in Science and
Technology (COST) - what's in it for researchers?
Time: 07:24

The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST)
has been a building block of Europe's research for 45 years. It
funds research networks across borders and spanning all
scientific disciplines.
Because science is all about people, COST creates spaces
where people are empowered and ideas can grow without
limits. It connects people in high-quality networks that deliver
value for money and opportunities to excel. This is a flexible
and open approach focused on cooperation, which creates a
unique dynamic. It creates a fertile ground for science to
flourish.
Academia, industry, public and private sector laboratories
work together in networks, sharing knowledge, leveraging
diversity and pooling resources.
COST is now more relevant than ever. It is the perfect example
of how governments can make a real difference, ensuring that
cooperation optimises national investment in research and
technology and unlocks the full potential of science.

2016 | Action Number: IS1106

Fergus McNeill discusses Offender Supervision in
Europe on BBC Scotland 2016
Time: 04:43

Fergus McNeill, Chair of COST Action IS1106 on Offender
Supervision in Europe, discusses the Action's findings
regarding the Scottish community supervision system with
Shelley Jofre on Scotland 2016 (BBC -- March 14, 2016). The
network recommends that supervision be proportionate with
the crime committed and that unnecessary pain caused by
supervision be minimised for the person subjected to
supervision and for others affected by it.

2016 | Action Number: BM1306

What is TINNET?
Time: 04:57

COST Action TINNET - Better Understanding the Heterogeneity
of Tinnitus to Improve and Develop New Treatments
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